, where u x (x,y,z) is the x component of the local displacement vector u (x,y,z) obtained from demons deformable registration.
Three elastic YM distributions are applied: 1. Uniform YM data in the whole lung region; 2. Higher YM data in the major branch; 3. Spatial YM data inverse proportional to the local volumetric expansion ratio during the inspiration process. A slide boundary condition was applied between the ribcage and the lung surface. The simulation model is built based on a patient 4D-CT data downloaded from the University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center [1] . The 3D geometry is reproduced from the end-of expiration phase, and all these simulated displacement vectors are validated with the end of inspiration phase CT images. The displacements of 135 landmarks evenly distributed insider of the right lung are compared with the manual registrated data from the 4D-CT images. 
Results:
We use the displacement vectors of 135 landmarks as the criteria to evaluate our simulated displacement. The standard errors of each method are shown in table1. Appling the slide boundary conditions, the standard error of the displacement vector for the uniform YM model is 2.8 mm, the standard error is reduced to 2.7 mm for the Major Branch model, and the standard error is further reduced to 2.5 mm for the spatial YM model. Considering the dimension of each voxel in CT is 1.1mm×1.1mm×2.5mm and their manual registration error of 0.95mm in this case, this simulation model provides an accurate prediction for the overall motion of the lung. 
Innovation and Impact:
In this work, we propose patient-specific biomechanical model of human for simulating lung deformation during respiration. In this model, the elastic modulus of lung is calculated from the 4D-CT. The spatial YM model considers mechanical property differences of different parts of lung, which overcomes the limitation of the commonly used uniform YM model. With improved simulation accuracy, the proposed model can be used to predict lung status and tumor position accurately and it will be a valuable tool to guide radiation therapy.
